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We showed that the plasma protein u,-macroglobuin binds active proteiriases almost regardless of their
specificity or catalytic mechanism. We proposed a
model for the interaction in which the proteinase
cleaves a peptide bond in a sensitive region of the
macroglobulin, and this results in a conformational
change thattraps the enzyme irreversibly. The active
site of the trapped proteinase is sterically hindered,
so that small substrates and inhibitors can interact with
it, but not large ones. Physiologically, the contormational chan~ecould explain the rapid clearance
of
5
complexes trom the circulation. [The SC! indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 555 publications.[
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A Trip for Protesnases

lacked proteolytic activity. We could show that all
the proteinase molecules were bound in the same
way, because they c,....,.at.,,d with each ether, and
when hound they showed the chamcteri.tics ofsterlc
isdebitlon that we had become familiar with in our
work with antibodi~
We puzzled over the p.iMi~snfor sometime, and
then came the day when we were talbing it over in
my office, and the idea burst on us—that the active
proteinase might initiate the interactionby cleaving
a sensitive part of the macroglithulln molecule and
that this could tripsera comifosmailonal change that
resulted in the physical trapping of the protelnase
molecule withIn It. The tripped p,~na.emneleesle,
being surrounded by the macrogloliulin, would be
shielded Irons contact with other large molecules,
but small ones would be able to enter. So, this was
the “trap hypothesis,” and the part uldie macraglobolin that was sensitive to proteolysls was the “bait
roglon.” This kind of pratesn.proteln interaction was
uite unlike any that w known, and we were ini9
tially
very hesitant about the idea. We had no direct
evidence for the proteolytic cleavage we were poe-
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Char possp had been making much use of antIsera
to Iysosral cathepsUs Din our study ofthe mnecisaall_il camlilipe brelsdowsi in arthritis) P$iyllls itt.
9tarkey and I were then tryh~to obtain ardisenun
tohwnan cediepsin I. We espected that the antisera
would isdilblt the meymne bist were surprised to find
that even nonlisnieme era interacted with the
enzyme in a way that ~
innussolishlidtlon.
That Is to say, the enzyme fanned a higher molecular
weight consplea that retained some activity against
synthetic ssthstrates. W~identified the semol component that bound the cattispsin in this way as
c .macroglobulln (a M). When we read what had
02 discovered by 2others about the interaction of
been
a M with protelnases. we found it~characteristics
2
fa,dnath~
arid initially inesplicable. Themacmglo~
vile was able to recognize and bind a very wide
range of proteolytically activemolecules but alsoto
distinguish them from very similar molecules that

or far the major comilonnedonal d8ar,r, but
we gathered tugatha. a let ofdrami stialevidence
that was cowistent with our idea and msdte.itt~4it
to the liocheedcaiJoswnaf. The editors were ood
not to mali,too manydifficulties over either
the rather speculativecontent of the paper or ha con-

—

We were not surprised thatthe tr~hypetisesis was
met at first with a lange measure of scepticism. We
had no difficulty in .,,.aak~that it seemed a moat
iasprobable kind 04 interaction, bid the fact warthat
neither we nor anyomie else had managed to come
up with anythIng more plausdile. iI~., ~
medIately, the kfuid oi’ preteulylic cleavage we had
envisaged war ~
by Peter Karpel, and

we ourselves soon c.,.Jlrnted and rstend~dhis finding. Working with Ed Munn, we also obtained risctron.nnicroscoplc
evidence of the conformatiossal
3
cls,ange. from then on, Phyllis and I wee fairly confident that we were moreor less iiglt but these were
surprises in store. We had estimated the trapping
capacity of the a M molecule as one molecule of
2 showed that it can normally
protesnase, but others
bind two. Muds more surprising, cx M was showii to
bind proteinases also by a covalent2 reaction, again
triagered bybait region cleavage, but this proved to
be less signi&ant
4 than the trapping, under normal
circumstances.
I thisé it is now generality accepted that the trap
hypothesis is likely to be right in essence, and much
new work on a~Mis interpreted in terms of it)”
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